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109 East 79th Street, designed by architect Steven Harris, is coming to Manhattan. Noë & Associates
with The Boundary
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From high-profile design commissions to exciting listings, there is
always something new happening in the world of real estate. In this
weekly roundup, AD PRO has everything you need to know.
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380 Lama Place, designed by L.A. interior designer César Giraldo.

Here’s everything you need to know now
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https://www.hawaiilife.com/agents/erikhinshaw/listings/380-lama-place-kailua-hi-96734
https://cesargiraldodesign.com/
https://cesargiraldodesign.com/oahu-residence


Greenwich West. Alan Tansey

The first New York tower from French
architect Françoise Raynaud has opened
for occupancy. At 30 stories, Greenwich
West at 110 Charlton Street is one of the
tallest residential buildings in Hudson
Square, the in-demand downtown district
soon to be home to Disney and Google.

Raynaud, founder of Loci Anima studio,
and interior architect Sébastien Segers
have blended contemporary French
design with a classic New York loft
aesthetic, from curved corners and
industrial-style casement windows to the
handmade brick facade from venerable
Belgium brickworks Wienerberger.

The building’s intricate setbacks and 290-foot height allow for roomy
terraces and singular river views in many of the 170 residences, which
range from studios to three-bedrooms.

Model units on the seventh floor have been furnished by Design Within
Reach, with Saarinen tables, Emmy sofas, Raleigh beds, Tiki leather

Developed in collaboration with architect James McPeak, this bespoke
gem offers direct views of the Mokulua Islands. It complements nature’s
beauty by blurring the boundaries between indoor and outdoor spaces.

Giraldo selected a luxe BT45 kitchen and for cabinetry used a Limousin
oak from reclaimed cognac barrels. The four-bedroom property will

also include a pool with Jacuzzi, a covered rooftop bar, a climate-
controlled wine cellar, and a Tesla powerwall charging station.

It’s being listed for $14,800,000 with Erik Hinshaw of Hawai’i Life, with
completion slated for May.

A Luxe Property Captures the Allure of Hawaiian Beachside Life

under construction in the idyllic Oahu beach town of Lanikai.

L.A. interior designer César Giraldo embraces the aloha spirit with his
first Hawaii project: 380 Lama Place, a breathtaking private compound

https://www.380lama.com/
https://cesargiraldodesign.com/



